


ALL-STEEL BUILDINGS FDR 

ALL YDUR AG NEEDS 

EXTREME VERSATILITY. PERSISTENT DURABILITY. 

At Chief Buildings, we don't just sell steel. We engineer 

solutions - ALL-STEEL BUILDING SOLUTIONS - ideal for 

agricultural needs. 

Steel is one of the strongest building materials on earth, which 

allows our buildings to weather every season. All Chief structural 

members are electrocated to resist corrosion. This primer process, 

superior to spray-on applications, provides one of the industry's 

best corrosion-resistant primer coatings. 

Durable Finish: Chief's PVDF finish is made with polyvinylidene 

fluoride resin, in which a minimum of 70% of the resin is PVDF. 

The result is the ability to resist UV rays from sunlight, providing 

maximum protection against weathering for years of maintenance 

free service. 

Trusted. Tested. True.® 

At Chief, we take pride in going above and beyond to exceed our 

customers' expectations. Being a privately held corporation, we 

are comitted to making sound, long-term financial decisions so 

that we always put our customers first. 

Our products are designed, detailed and manufactured in the 

USA, completed in-house by our exclusively trained personnel. 

Chief produces high quality metal buildings with an outstanding 

warranty record. 

Shipping is never a worry thanks to Chief's own freight company. As 

a sister company, Chief Carriers, Inc., works within our customers' 

schedules. In short, Chief stays with you from initial concept all 

TOP REASONS WHY STEEL IS THE 

ANSWER 

Steel is one of the strongest building materials available, many 

times stronger than wood. This allows steel to span much longer 

distances than wood. 

Steel buildings have a better track record in earthquakes, tornadoes 

and hurricanes. 

Steel is non-flammable - it will actually contain a fire and keep 

it from spreading. Wood framing is one of the biggest hazards 

in a fire. 

Safe from termites, rot, mold and drying out - steel won't shrink, 

warp or swell. 

Most insurance companies actually label steel framing as "Superior 

Construction" and offer discounts on insurance. Check with your 

insurance carrier for more details. 

Metal buildings appraise higher and hold that value much longer. 

Because steel is a manufactured commodity, product quality is 

assured. Steel has no knots, twists, splits or other defects often 

associated with wood. 

Steel is the most recycled building material available today. Metal 

building construction creates virtually no job site waste. 98% of 

structural steel is recycled at a buildings end of life. 

THE CHIEF PANEL 

ADVANTAGES 

All of Chief's painted panels are backed by a 
minimum 30 year finish limited warranty. 

Galvalume® panels are backed by a 20 year panel 
limited warranty. 

Deeper ribs make Chief panels stronger. 

Chief uses a minimum 26-gauge steel to ensure 
durability. 
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Chief Buildings is a leader in product quality, communications during your project and customer 

service within the construction industry. With manufacturing facilities in Grand Island, Nebraska, 

and Rensselaer, Indiana, Chief designs and manufactures metal building systems for agricultural, 

commercial, and industrial applications to specific customer requirements. 

Galvalume® is a registered trademark of BIEC International, Inc. 

Chief reserves the right to change designs, prices and specifications at any time without notice. 
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